Second term honor roll for high school

Huntington – Principal Jason Finnie has announced the honor roll for the second term of the 2017-18 school year.

In accordance with the student handbook, honor roll status is granted to students with high academic achievement for a marking quarter. First honors are awarded to students who receive A’s in all courses taken. Second honors are awarded to students who receive a minimum of two A’s and receive B’s in all other courses taken. Third honors are granted to students who receive a minimum of one A, with B’s and no more than one C in all courses taken.

9th Grade
1st Honors
Katelyn Bean, Sofia DeLaCruz Rivera, Jenna Desormier, Victoria Kot and Sierra Russell

2nd Honors
Parker Atkin, Emma Bean-Barlow, Fiona Bowler, Madison Carpenter, Nathan Crane, Hannah Duggan, Brian Forgue, Mia Gozgit, Benjamin Hyjek, Rebecca Hyjek, Larissa Kingsley, Dylan Lafreniere, Justin Marge, Heather McEwan, Matthew Morin, Zachary Otterbeck, Gabriella Salvini, Nicholas Symmons, Sebastian Szklarz, Juliya Usataya and Logan Willema

3rd Honors
Greta Calkins, Evan Cortis, Madison Crawford, Clarissa Grzybowski, Matthew Krassler, Marc Lacharite, Daniel McKellick and Shondelee Ortega

10th Grade
1st Honors
Ava Auclair, Sarah Camarco, Emma Doull, Nina Iglesias, Livia Shepard, Jacob Stevens and Pavel Usatyy

2nd Honors
Rebecca Austin, Timothy Basak, Brett Bonenfant, Hannah Coffey, Alexis Cooper, Siena Crane, Julianna Dickinson-Trenholm, Charlotte Kazalski, Mary MacNeil, Autumn Marchetto, Rayna Marcol, Samantha Medina, Brynja Milltimore, Maria Pless, Ashley Sullivan, Jake Thayer, Grace Van Buren, Donna Viel and Rachael Walczak

3rd Honors
Erin Harris, Matthew Iacovelli, Brandon LaPointe, Chloe McLeod and Crystal Rucki
11\textsuperscript{th} Grade
\textbf{1\textsuperscript{st} Honors}
Meghan Crane, Rebecca Herman and Thomas Hyjek

\textbf{2\textsuperscript{nd} Honors}
Robert Austin, Jennifer Bourdon, Emilee DeLisle, Jonathan Foley, Stephanie Giusti, Kilee Holmes, Anna Jameson, Elizabeth Niemiec, Margaret Rock, Nathan Solitario, Ekaterina Usataya, Lily Waters and Luke Wing

\textbf{3\textsuperscript{rd} Honors}
Abigail Bang, Kaylee Hayes, Evan Lee, Jacob Reynolds and Jasyka Santiago

12\textsuperscript{th} Grade
\textbf{1\textsuperscript{st} Honors}
Madison Cloutier and Jonathan Griffin

\textbf{2\textsuperscript{nd} Honors}
Dawson Atkin, Garrett Bean, Guinevere Caswell, Alexandra Clark, Joseph Coon, Audrey Gamble, Chloe Otterbeck, Zachary Peters and Megan Wright

\textbf{3\textsuperscript{rd} Honors}
Alexander Auclair, Olivia Clark, Eve Crane, Jared Dana, Brandon Daniels, Anna Davis, Makala Gogal, Ethan Iglesias, Logan Symmons, Michala Torres and Emily Wilkinson

###